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What's down under the sea? Hostile
submarines? New food sources? Biological
wonders like the archaic coelacanth fish?
In many ways, we know more about the
surface of the moon than we do about the
sea around us. The sea guards its secrets
in darkness, with pressures that crush steel
like an eggshell. Radio waves that put us
in touch with the stars can penetrate less
than 100 feet of its depth. 1: Westinghouse
scieritists are helping to unravel the sea's
mysteries by perfecting new precision
instruments for measuring salinity, acous-
tis, currents, pressures, sea floor con-
tours. 1: Westinghouse was the first to
develop centralized engine room control
for oceanographic ships, a develOment
that will help make hydrographic and
oceanographic surveying faster and more
accurate than ever before.1: New undersea
propulsion methods under investigation at
Westinghouse involve fuel cells, thermo-
electric generators, thermionic converters,
cryogenic propellants. Strange words,
strange world. I; For more data concerning
a challenging career at Westinghouse, an
equal opportunity employer, see our repre-
sentative when he visits your campus, or
write L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educa-
tional Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.






The same Union Carbide whose
alloys help keep the crunch
in rock crushers.
The "hair" is our DYNEL mod-
acrylic fiber. It looks like real hair
and feels like it.
It's the same DYNEL that's used
to make luxurious deep-pile coats.
It's the same fiber that's used to
make filters for heavy-duty indus-
trial air systems and home air
conditioners. And its versatility
is the reason why we'll be "grow-
ing" millions of extra pounds of
DYNEL this year.
Lots of things are going on at
Union Carbide. We're producing
new alloys to re-surface equip-
ment such as rock-crusher rolls
and keep them in action longer.
Other new alloys are helping the
chemical industry stop costly at-
tacks of acids and corrcsives. And
we've recently introduced some
new silicone rubber compounds
with greatly improved resiliency
for use by the aerospace and auto-
motive industries.
To keep bringing you these and
many other new and improved
products, we'll be investing half a
billion dollars on new plant con-
struction during the next two
years.
Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. In Canada : Union CarbidP Canada Limited, Toronto • Divitiof•im: Carbon Products,
Chemicals, Consumer Products, Fibers & Fabrics, Food Products, International, Linde, Kling & Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Plastics, Silicones, Steldite
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CARBIDE
AMERICA'S OLDEST ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINE IN
CONTINUOUS MONTHLY PUBLICATION — 1891-1965
IN THIS ISSUE
Stephen Woolley explains the full story behind the
continuous casting of steel, starting on page 8.
For an understanding of the theory and operation of
the Ruby Laser, turn to Will Otaguro's article on page 10.
Elmer A. Guerri discusses the original proposals of
Alfred Korzybski regarding colloidal behavior and re-
lates some of the work done as a result of these proposals,
beginning on page 14.
For the history and basic processes of metal spray-
ing see Pete CanaLa's discussion on page 20.
COVER NOTE
This month's cover is by Howie Alm, a Senior E.E.
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"NEITHER RAIN NOR . . ."
In snow country, the mail goes
through on a Ski-Doo Bom-
bardier power-sled, made by
Bombardier Snowmobile Ltd.,
Quebec. It is also used on trap
lines, for sports and for haul-
ing supplies. Timken - bear-
ings in the clutch give it extra
capacity in a small space.
WHEELS AND SHAFTS. What-
ever you build—wheelbarrows
to steel rolling mills—Timken
tapered roller bearings can
help it perform better, longer.
They're precision-made of
nickel-rich steel by: The
Timken Roller Bearing Com-
pany, Canton, Ohio. Also
makers of Fine Alloy Steel and
Rock Bits.
WORLD-WIDE CABLES. The
C.S. Long Lines, new Bell Sys-
tem cable-laying ship, is on
the high seas. In its wake,
thousands of miles of cable,
paid out at eight knots. 2.816
Timken bearings keep the
ship's linear cable engine
operating.
EXTRA! EXTRA! This Goss
Headliner Mark II press runs
70,000 newspapers an hour.
It prints in color. It folds. It
delivers the papers to the load-
ing dock. Not one Timken






Learn More About the Timken Company, an Equal Opportunity Employer. Send for Career Booklet.
DEAN CRISS COMMENTS 
ROSF 1965 -
The primary objective of Rose Polytechnic Institute
is to provide a program which concentrates on excel-
lence in a broad, liberal undergraduate education in
engineering and science. The curricula should empha-
size both the analytical and utilitarian nature of en-
gineering and science as well as the broad meaning and
implications of the humanities and social sciences. To
be meaningful a decade or more in the future the total
program of the Institute must be fundamental in con-
cept. It is generally agreed that the Bachelor's degree
in engineering or science is no longer adequate for pro-
fessional work immediately upon graduation; and the
undergraduate effort must be directed toward provid-
ing a solid foundation for those students who plan to
go on to graduate school aiming for the Doctor's de-
gree. However, we cannot assume that all—or even
the majority over the next few years—of our graduates
will go on to graduate school. Thus it is necessary to
continue to provide specialization in the various
branches of engineering and science that the student
choosing formal academic termination at the Bache-
lor's level has sufficient background for self-improve-
ment on the job.
The capital expansion program which got underway
officially last May first and the announced changes in
the academic program are ample evidence that the ob-
jective and aims of the Institute are being actively pur-
sued. Improvement and expansion of campus facilities
is well under way with the construction of a new
dormitory complex and a new campus center moving
ahead on schedule. These and additional classroom,
library facilities, faculty offices, research space and
other related plant additions are the direct result of
Rose's decision to expand enrollment to at least 1,050
by 1970. Primarily for financial reasons, this increase
in enrollment was begun nearly five years ago after
detailed studies of the financial base of the Institute
showed an optimum operating level of 750 to 1000 stu-
dents. Continuing studies have revised this figure up-
ward slightly and further increases may be desirable
in the 1970's. It should be pointed out that student
tuition will not be used for financing any part of the
campus building program.
Linked to the financial structure of the Institute is
the plan to move toward year-around operation. Edu-
cational institutions, both public and private, have long
been criticized for not utilizing their expensive facili-
ties to their fullest. It makes good sense to insist that
we offer regular undergraduate as well as graduate
programs and special summer institutes during the
summer period to use efficiently both the dormitories
and academic facilities. The dormitories in particular
are financed on a self-liquidating basis and we can ill
afford to lose three month's income on these facilities.
All the new buildings and remodeled areas will be air-
conditioned with just such summer operation in mind.
As most everyone knows by now, Rose has adopted
a quarter system beginning in September, 1965, and
also has approved an academic program within each
department which represents a significant decrease in
the total credits required for graduation. 'These rather
drastic changes have been made only after a great deal
of thought and effort. A major disadvantage of our
present program and the semester system is the sheer
number of courses the student takes (frequently six,
seven, even as high as ten) each semester and the ex-
tremely high total graduation requirements. Both sit-
uations lead to a high attrition rate and infer a ten-
dency to superficial treatment of individual courses.
The quarter system adopted requires the student to
take only four courses per quarter each of which may
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then be treated in depth. 'The result will be an in-
creased level of performance by both staff and student.
The course content of each of the curricula will not be
markedly different from the present programs except
in two respects. First, there will be more emphasis on
the humanities and social sciences and, second, the
opportunity for a larger percentage of elective courses.
Both of these changes reflect the desire to provide an
education which is both liberal and meaningful to the
individual as well as being technically adequate for
his future study and,'or employment. It is becoming
increasingly clear that the engineer and scientist must
be concerned with the society in which he works and
sensitive to the needs and aspirations of all men. Thus
Rose's new program represents a first step toward edu-
cation with a broad viewpoint of the world about him.
It is an exciting challenge to our staff and Rose has a
unique opportunity to lead the way in bringing to-
gether in a meaningful way these two disciplines which
have to date been kept apart.
The reduction in the number of courses required for
graduation will allow more time for participation in
extra curricular activities, which are an integral part
of the Rose educational program.
The quarter system also enables Rose to change to
a new calendar which in nearly all respects is superior
to the present semester plan. The quarter system, when
coupled with the concept of study in depth by addres-
sing oneself to only three or four courses at a time,
is gaining wide acceptance. Such schools as M I T and
University of Illinois have announced plans to make
the change in the near future and many others have
already done so.
Among the advantages of the quarter system are
By DR. DARRELL E. CRISS
Associate Dean of the Faculty
IMO
the aforementioned opportunity for study in depth, a
flexibility of course offerings not possible under the
semester system, elimination of the "lame duck" period
following Christmas vacation, and the summer quarter
which will eventually be of standard length and char-
acter, making it possible for a student to finish his
undergraduate program in three calendar years and a
master's program in four years.
Within the new academic program, in addition to
the present degrees in mathematics, physics, chemistry
and chemical, civil, electrical, and mechanical engin-
eering, provisions are being made to award a new
"undesignated" degree at the Bachelor's level. This
step has been taken with the recognition of the import-
ance of many interdisciplinary areas which cross tra-
ditional lines of study such as bioengineering, bio-
chemistry, medical electronics, bionics, econometrics
and many other combinations of the science, engineer-
ing and humanities-social science disciplines. In addi-
tion, the growing need for teachers in the engineer-
ing-science area at the secondary school level has led
to the decision to develop an accredited teacher-train-
ing program in cooperation with neighboring colleges
and universities. These undesignated degree programs
will be made available as rapidly as the administrative
details and course requirements can be developed.
Rose is a small institution with a closely-knit faculty
and a responsive student body. It actively encourages
the use of new and even experimental approaches in
implementing and improving its educational program
and in actively pursuing its goal of national recogni-
tion for a superior undergraduate education. The
future is being approached with full knowledge of the
difficult task ahead but with anticipation of an exciting







New ways of doing things in the
steel industry for the most part are
not startling advances in technology,
but rather improvements of tech-
niques that may have been dis-
covered many years before. What
has been lacking is the engineering
skill and know-how necessary to put
the ideas into a commercial facility
that can compete with the presently
established plants. Also, the fact
that if changes are to be made in the
United States they must be made on
such a large scale, has been a deter-
ent to the adoption of continuously
converting molten steel into cast
shapes. Finally, the process works
best when the steel comes from an
electric or basic oxygen furnace.'
Until very recently, U.S. production
of ingots came almost entirely from
open hearths.
DEFINITION
What is continuous casting? It can
be defined as the making of a cast-
ing many times the length of the
mold is which it is produced.2
Molten steel is poured thru an open-
bottomed mold of the desired shape.
The steel is cooled in the mold just
enough to harden the outer surface
of the casting, thus forming a hard
shell to contain the inner material
which is still in a liquid state. 'The
partially solidified casting is then
continuously withdrawn from the
bottom of the mold and further
cooled by water sprays. Although
the casting could have an infinite
length, for practical purposes it is
cut into lengths convenient for pro-
cessing.
The term, "continuous casting" is
really a misnomer. It is, as of now,
really a batch operation. However,
one company in Enlgand can move
from one heat to another in 30 sec-
onds by using special cranes and
ladles." Making the process truly
continuous involves the plant equip-
ment rather than the casting ma-
chine itself.
The process described changes con-
ventional production steps, which in-
clude pouring the steel into ingot
molds, stripping the ingots from the
molds and heating them in soaking
pits, then rolling them into slabs
(flat, wide shapes), blooms (large,
square shapes), and billets (small,
square shapes-6 in. and under) .
The comparison of conventional
methods and the continuous casting
method is shown in Fig. 1.
Continuous casting has been in
operation in the nonferrous metal
industry for about 25 years.4 Why
has the steel industry lagged be-
hind? The answer lies in the tech-
nical problems that make steel more
Steve Woolley is a senior majoring
in mechanical engineering. Kokomo
is his home town. He is a member
of the ASME and Lambda Chi A 1-
p ha Fraternity.
difficult to cast than the nonferrous
metals. These include steel's higher
melting temperature, lower thermal
conductivity, and slower solidifica-
tion rate.5 When these problems are
overcome, however, continuous cast-
ing of steel can lead to significant
advantages and economies.
PROCESS
The typical continuous-casting ma-
chine consists basically of the fol-
lowing equipment:
Conventional ladles are used to
transfer hot metal from the furnace
to the casting floor. Here the metal
is poured into a tundish, which is a
two-compartment, refractory-lined
box, designed to deliver a low-
velocity, slagfree, precisely posi-
tioned stream of metal to the mold.
Steel from the ladle falls into the
tundish at a temperature of about
2500°F. If the temperature dropped
to 2400°F, there could be trouble."
Reason: Skin might build up in the
nozzles and cause the metal to flow
erratically. A uniform flow is main-
tained by keeping a constant head of
metal in the tundish. (See Fig. 2)
The mold has a water-cooled cop-
per shell that cools the molten steel
sufficiently so that a thin skin of
solidified metal forms that has
enough strength to withstand the
(Continued cm. page 25)
How about a friendly game of cards?
Watch out for our Gene Wollaston, though. He stacks
the deck. In fact, he's already stacked 80 decks—of
computer cards—to build a mathematical model to solve
important refinery problems. With his special skills, Dr.
Wollaston helps determine proper product yields and
properties from key refinery operations. The final result
should be an improved product—at a tremendous saving
of time and money. (Once the model is built, the cost of
solving a problem is as little as $3.00.)
So, as a card player, Gene's helping to take the gamble
out of running a refinery. No mean accomplishment for
a chemical engineer two years out of Illinois Institute
of Technology.
You're not a card player? Don't worry. As long as
you're looking for a meaningful challenge, your oppor-
tunity may be here at American Oil. We're also experi-
menting with fuel cells, spatial environment, and rust
protection in car engines—to mention a few of our diverse
fields of interest. Some of them may interest you, whether
you're in Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics,
or Metallurgy.
You can find out by writing for more information. To
J. H. Strange, American Oil Company, P. O. Box 431,
Whiting, Indiana.







Will Otaguro is a jun-
ior ma joring in
electrical engineering.
Academically he is
the top student in his
class. Will is also ac-
tive in intramural ten-
nis and badminton. A-
long with his athletics
and classroom leader-
ship, he has also ex-
celled as a dormitory
counselor.
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a beam of light so power-
ful t can vaporize any known
material, and yet so well-behaved
that it can be used in delicate eye
operations. Such a light beam is
produced by a laser. The word laser
is an acronym for light amplification
by the stimulated emission of radia-
tion. The usefulness of the laser is
due to the spatial coherence, fre-
quency coherence, and parallel tra-
vel of the individual light rays which
make up the laser beam. It is also
useful in that it opens up the optical
bands to engineering applications.
Because of its coherent properties.
the laser beam spreads out to only
a 2-mile-wide circle when transmit-
ted to the moon and produces tem-
peratures as high as those on the
sun.
The first laser was fired by
Theodore Maiman of Hughes Re-
search Laboratory on July, 1960, and
since then the laser has provided
science and industry with a new
and powerful tool. It has been my
goal, therefore, to understand the
theory and operation of the laser.
To accomplish this I have construct-
ed and am now testing a pulsed, ruby
laser. It should be noted that there
are also continuous lasers and differ-
Fig. 1 (right). Analogy of a
flashlight and the laser.
ent materials that can be excited to
produce laser beams of different
wavelengths.
Probably the easiest way to un-
derstand how my apparatus works
is to compare it with tht everyday
flashlight which we will break down
into three principle parts: 1) power
supply, 2) power delivery system
and trigger, and 3) light source (Fig.
1) . The battery is the power supply
of the flashlight. In this ruby laKr
the power is supplied by a 620 mfd.
capacitor bank which is charged to
3000 volts, resulting in an energy
storage of 2790 joules. The light
source of a flashlight is the heated
filmament within the light bulb. In
the laser, however, the light source
is chromium ions which have been
doped into a rod of alumina; the re-
sulting mixture being called ruby.
The ruby rod is 1/4 inch in diameter
and 2 inches long and is silvered on
both ends. One of these silvered
ends is completely opaque to the
transmission of light, and the other
end has a transmission of 5',‘; .
The power delivery system of a
flashlight consists of the wire circuit
which connects the power supply to
the light source through a switch.
In the laser a different method of
Powc,r
Suppl
energy delivery is used. The electri-
cal energy stored in the capacitor
bank is converted into light energy
by a xenon gas flashtube. This light
is reflected into the ruby rod by a
stainless steel cyclindrical reflector.
The green frequency of the incident
light is the exciting frequency of the
chromium ions and thus "pumps"
the chromium ions into a higher en-
ergy level. When these excited ions
return to their ground states, a red
laser pulse is emitted with a wav
length of 6943 A. The trigger sys-
tem which causes the ionization of
the xenon gas is made up of a 20
mfd. capacitor charged to 150 volts
and an ignition transformer. To
trigger the laser, the capacitor is
discharged through the ignition
transformer which ionizes the xenon
gas and allows the capacitor bank
to discharge through the flashtube.
Briefly, then, the operation of this
apparatus starts with the charging
of the capacitor bank and trigger
capacitor. With 3000 volts on the
capacitor bank and 150 volts on the
trigger capacitor, the trigger capaci-
tor is discharged through the igni-
tion transformer which causes the
xenon gas in the flashtube to ionize,
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through the flashtube. The chrom-
ium ions in the ruby rod absorb
their exciting frequency and emit
the laser pulse.
The process whereby the laser
pulse is produced within the ruby
rod depends on the state of excita-
tion of the chromium ions. Accord-
ing to quantum theory there are var-
ious discrete energy levels which
the ions may occupy, with the low-
est energy level (ground state) hav-
ing the greatest population under
thermal equilibrium conditions. By
absorbing radiant energy from an
external source, the ions may be ex-
cited into higher energy levels. The
relative number of ions in the excit-
ed level as compared with the num-
ber of ions in the ground state is
what we are primarily concerned
with.
Consider the three energy levels
of the chromium ion (Fig. 2) ; radi-
ant energy with the frequency of
green light excites the chromium ion
originally in the ground state into
level 3. The lifetime of this level is
about 10-7 seconds, after which these
excited ions return to the ground
state, as in the natural fluorescence.
Some ions, however, drop to a
metastable state where the lifetime
is 10-3 seconds. If left alone, these
latter ions will continue to fall back
into the ground state. It is the pause
at this metastable state that permits
laser action. To understand how
this influences the laser action, let
G roLA
Fig. 2. Energy level of Chromium Ions.
us consider what happens to a par-
ticular frequency of light as it tra-
vels through a laser material. If the
light has an entering amplitude, E,„
and travels through a length, 1, in
the laser material, it is absorbed ac-




where E is the amplitude of the
light at a distance 1 and k is the
absorption coefficient, which de-
pends on the relative number of
ions in the metastable and ground
states. Letting N, be the number
of ions in the ground state, I\12 be
the number of ions in the metastable
state, and h be a proportionality con-
stant, we get the relationship be-
tween the absorption coefficient and
the energy states of the chromium
ion:
k = h (N, — NO.
We now define the gain as
— kl — h (N, — N2)1
— e e
En
From the above equation we can see
the following relationships:
If N,>N2, then k>0 and absorp-
tion occurs.
If N, =N2, then k=0 and there is
no loss.
If N, <N2, then k<0 and amplica-
tion occurs.
The idea in the pulsed ruby laser
is then to create this population in-
version for which N2>N,. This is
done by a xenon flashtube which
gives off radiant light energy that is
absorbed by the chromium ions,
causing them to jump into the high-
er energy levels and then down to
the metastable state. If an excited
ion gives off the red frequency char-
acteristic of the energy difference
between the metastable and ground
states, and if this ray of light is tra-
veling parallel to the axis of the
ruby rod, the laser action has begun.
This ray of light will be the stimulus
that will cause other excited ions in
the metastable state to give off this
same frequency of light. The result
of this action produces that charac-
teristic which makes the laser beam
so unique. When the excited ion
gives off its radiant energy, the light
ray produced will be in phase at
the same frequency. and traveling
in the same direction as the incident
ray. This process will continue as
the laser beam is reflected back and
forth by the silvered ends until the
light beam has gained sufficient en-
ergy to break through the transmit-
ting end of the ruby rod. The in-
dividual rays of the emitted pulse
are thus of a single wavelength, tra-
veling parallel to each other, and all
in phase.




OF THIS CROSSHEAD ... yet cut cost 20%
Originally, this crosshead for a lift truck was
not a forging. Now it is forged in steel. Here's
why . . .
The lift truck builder wanted to increase the
safety factor to meet greater bending and shear
stresses. He also wanted to increase the fatigue
strength of the part. And all without any in-
crease in weight or cost. He also wanted to
reduce tool breakage caused by irregularities,
voids, and inclusions.
He changed over to FORGED crossheads.
Now the crosshead has the required strength
and stress-resistance, costs 20% less when
machined and ready to assemble, increases
production rates 14% by reducing tool break-
age and increasing machining speeds.
Forgings are better for these reasons; they:
1. Are solid, free from voids and inclusions
2. Have high fatigue resistance
3. Are strongest under impact and shock loads
4. Have a higher modulus of elasticity
5. Have a unique stress-oriented fiber
structure
6. Are low in mechanical hysteresis
Memo to future engineers:
"Make it lighter and make it stronger" is the
demand today. No other metalworking process
meets these two requirements so well as the forg-
ing process. Be sure you know all about forgings,
their design and production. Write for Case History
No. 105, with engineering data on the lift truck
crosshead forging shown above.
DROP FORGING ASSOCIATION
55 Public Square • Cleveland 13, Ohio
When it's a vital part, design it to be
FORGED
By ELMER A. GUERRI
The purpose of this paper is to dis-
cuss the original proposals of Alfred
Korzybski regarding colloidal be-
havior and to cite some of the work
that has been done as a result of
these proposals. Also some questions
will be raised which could possibly
be answered in the future with the
help of work based on these pro-
posals.
The original proposals by Korzyb-
ski regarding colloidal behavior
were stated in 1933 in his book
Science and Sanity. He devotes an
entire chapter to the topic "Colloidal
Behaviour", and in this chapter he
makes the proposals which this
paper deals with. There had been
similar proposals before this time by
other men, but Korzybski did more
than just make the proposals. He
tried to give examples and explana-
tions to substantiate his proposals.
Korzybski's entire body of pro-
posals pertaining to colloidal be-





Elmer A. Guerri is a senior major-
ing in chemistry. He is married and
commutes from Clinton, Indiana.
Elmer is president of both the
American Chemical Society Student
Affiliate chaptet and the S.A.M.E.,
and is a member of Blue Key Honor
Fraternity.
that "the disregard of colloidal
science and of structure in general
has greatly retarded advance in bi-
ology, psychiatry, and other sci-
ences."'
Korzybski thought there was a
great need to revise the language
system used in sciences. He said the
following in regard to the language
system used: "The departure from
aristotelianism will allow biologists,
physiologists, etc., and particularly
medical men to 'think' in modern
colloidal and quantum terms, in-
stead of the inadequate, antiquated
chemical and physiological terms."2
The proposal dealing with the de-
parture from aristotelianism indi-
cates the solution of the 'body-mind'
problem in psychiatry perhaps on
colloidal grounds. It shows that de-
sirable human characteristics have a
definite `psychophysiologicar me-
chanism.
The third proposal by Korzybski
which will be dealt with here is that
"there is much evidence that the
mechanical work of the muscles, the
secretory action of the glands, and
the electrical work of the nerve cells
are closely connected with the col-
loidal structure of tissues. This
would explain why any factor (sem-
antic reactions included) capable of
altering the colloidal structure of
the living protoplasm must have a
marked effect on the behavior and
welfare of the organism."3 Semantic
reactions are defined as "psycho-
logical responses to words and other
stimuli in connection with their
rneanings."4
There have been proposals made
similar to Korzybski's even before
1933. These proposals will also be
discussed in this paper. Some work
has been done since 1933 to prove
the validity of some of Korzybski's
proposals, but perhaps the most im-
portant consequences of Korzybski's
proposals lie in the still unanswered
questions dealing with such phe-
14
nomena as irritability and rhythmi-
city in life, colloids and electrical
currents, colloids and illnesses, the
spread of metabolic processes, the
link between the organic and the in-
organic, and the structure of colloids
and equivalence between 'physical'
and 'chemical' occurrences. This





The term colloid was first used in
1861 by Thomas Graham. A colloid
may be defined as any system con-
sisting of two or more phases. These
can be emulsions or suspensions of
fine particles in a gas, liquid, or
solid. The sizes of these particles
will vary from 10-4 to 10-7 cm. in
size,5 or from those particles of mole-
cular dimensions to those just barely
visible microscopically. The par-
ticles may be either homogeneous
solids, or liquids, or solutions them-
selves of a small percentage of the
medium in an otherwise homogene-
ous complex. Colloidal solutions
have the property that the suspend-
ed materials may remain almost in-
definitely in suspension, because the
tendency for the particles to settle,
due to gravity, is counteracted by
some other factor tending to keep
the particles suspended.
Materials which exhibit colloidal
behavior are always in a very fine
state of subdivision so that the ratio
of surface exposed to volume of ma-
terial is very large. With such struc-
tural conditions the surface forces
become important and play a promi-
nent role in colloidal behavior. Sur-
face energies and electrical charges
are of fundamental importance,
since all surfaces are made up of
electrical charges. In the tendency
for the surface energies to attain a
minimum every two particles tend
to become one. The masses of the
particles is not altered in this way;
but the surface area changes, since
the area of one large particle is less
than the total areas of the two smal-
ler particles of which it is composed.
Electrical charges have the char-
acteristics that like charges repel
and unlike charges attract. While
the surface energies tend to unite
the particles, the electrical charges
on the surfaces of the particles tend
to cause the particles to maintain
their "unassociated" state. On the
predominance or intensity of one or
other of these factors, the instabili-
ty or the stability of a suspension de-
pends.
If time limits are not considered,
colloids are unstable complexes, in
which there are continuous transfor-
mations taking place. These trans-
formations are induced by light,
heat, electric fields, electronic dis-
charges, and other forms of energy.
At different states of the transforma-
tions the system exhibits different
characteristics. The process of
transformation of the characteristics
of the system which define the col-
loid, and which ends in coagulation
is called the "ageing" of the colloid.
When the ageing is complete the
system loses its characteristic col-
loidal behavior, and it is said to be
"dead".
Some of the coagulating processes
are partial and reversible, and take
the form of change in viscosity.
Some processes are not partial and
reversible. The rapidity of these pro-
cesses varies, especially when they
are produced by external agencies
which alter the colloidal equilibri-
um. Any change in the condition
or stability of colloids must be based
on the removal of either the repul-
sive character of the electrical
charges or the attractive character
of the surface energies."
Experiments show that factors
producing disturbances in colloidal
equilibrium are classifiable under
four major headings: (1) physical,
as, for instance, X-rays, radium,
light, ultra-violet rays, cathode rays;
(2) mechanical, such as friction,
puncture; (3) chemical, such as tar,
paraffin, arsenic; and, finally, (4)
biological, such as microbes, para-
sites, spermatoza. Perhaps in man
there is still another or fifth factor;
that being semantic reactions.
Since the processes in colloids are
largely structural and physical, any-
thing which tends to have a struc-
tural effect usually also disturbs the
colloidal equilibrium. Whenever the
colloidal equilibrium is disturbed,
then different macroscopic effects
appear. These changes occur as a
series of interrelated events. The
best way to speak of them is to con-
sider colloidal behavior as physico-
electro-chemical in nature.
An entire new area is open to us
when we consider that the colloidal
equilibrium can be disturbed by
electrical stimulation, X-rays, ultra-
violet radiation, etc.; and many pro-
positions will be mentioned later re-





Korzybski thought that a very im-
portant development to be gained
from further understanding of col-
loidal behavior was a better under-
standing of the link between the or-
ganic and the inorganic or between
the living and the non-living. He
said, "As all life is found in the col-
loidal form and has many character-
istics found also in inorganic col-
liods, it appears that colloids supply
us with the most important known
link between the inorganic and the
organic. This fact also suggests en-
tirely new fields for the study of the
living cells and of the optimum con-
ditions for their development, sanity
included."
This idea was not entirely new
with Korzybski. Pauli had said in
relation to the same topic, " . . . to-
day, colloids may be regarded as an
important, perhaps the most import-
ant connecting link between the or-
ganic and the inorganic world."9
In dealing with the organic or liv-
ing side of colloidal behavior Kor-
zybski talks of the importance of
colloids in. the peculiar periodicity
or rhythmicity of life. This idea was
not original with Korzybski either,
for Lillie, using a nitric acid and
wire experiment, had shown that
periodicity could be reproduced
very closely for non-living systems
which closely approximated periodi-
city in living systems. Lillie's ex-
periment was a good verification for
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Korzybski's proposal that this rhyth-
micity could not be explained by
purely physical nor purely chemical
means, but that it is satisfactorily
explained when treated as a phy-
sico-electro-chemical structural oc-
currence. Lillie's experiment im-
plied that both the living and the
non-living systems depend for their
rhythmic behavior on the chemical-
ly alterable film, which divides the
electrically conducting phases. In
the nitric acid and wire experiment
the wire and the acid are the two
phases and the oxide film on the
wire is the alterable film. In proto-
plasmic structures, such as nerve
fibre, the internal protoplasm and
the surrounding medium are the two
phases and the plasm membrane is
the surface film separating the two
phases. In both systems the electro-
motive characteristics of the sur-
faces are determined by the char-
acter of the film."
Irritability in living organisms can
also be explained on the basis of
film-bounded and partitioned sys-
tems. Irritability manifests itself as
sensitiveness to electrical currents.
The currents are dependent on the
polarizability or resistance to the
passage of ions, owing to the pres-
ence of semi-permeable boundary
films or surfaces enclosing or parti-
tioning the system. Living proto-
plasm is electrically sensitive only
as long as its structure is intact.
Since at death the semi-permeability
and polarizability are lost, so is
the electrical sensitivity. A more
thorough knowledge of colloidal be-
havior, then, might lead to a better
understanding of irritability.
Korzybski was also interested in
the link between colloidal behavior
and the rapidity with which the
chemical and metabolic processes
spread. All evidence shows that
electrical and, perhaps, other energy
factors play an important role; and
that this activity again depends on
the presence of surfaces of proto-
plasmic structures with electrode-
like characteristics which form cir-
cuits." Due to a difference in struc-
ture, there is a great deal of differ-
ence between the behavior of or-
ganic and inorganic colloids under
the influence of electric currents.
Colloidal behavior as a result of the
type of protoplasmic structure ac-
counts for the extremely rapid
spread of some effects upon the
whole of the organism.
Korzybski also believed that ill-
nesses were related to changes in
colloidal structure. The idea was
not original with Korzybski. It had
been mentioned years before by J.
Alexander, who wrote, 'That ill-
nesses are somehow connected with
colloidal disturbances becomes quite
obvious when we consider catarrhal
diseases, inflamations, swellings, tu-
mours, cancer, blood trombi, which
involve colloidal injuries, resulting
in extreme cases in complete coagu-
lation or fluidification, the variation
between ̀ gel' and `sol' appearing in
a most diversified maner."'2 Many
illnesses are connected with deposits
or precipitations of various sub-
stances. It is curious also that in
all illnesses, whether "physical" or
"mental" the symptoms are very
few, and fundamentally of a stan-
dard type. The following common
characteristics are associated with
"physical" illnesses: fever. chill,
headaches, convulsions, vomiting,
diarrhoea, etc. The common symp-
toms for "mental" ills are: identifi-
cations, illusions, delusions, and hal-
lucinations. The fact that many ill-
nesses have similar or identical
symptoms can be easily explained
because of the general colloidal
background of life. Different dis-
turbances of colloidal equilibrium
should produce similar symptoms.
Many of these symptoms have been
reproduced experimentally by in-
jecting inert precipitates incapable
of chemical reactions, which have
induced artificial colloidal disturb-
ances." In bacterial diseases, the
micro-organisms can produce acids
and bases which tend to destroy the
colloidal equilibrium.
By structural necessity, every ex-
pression of cellular activity denotes
some sort of colloidal behavior. Any
factor that disturbs the welfare of
the organism has disturbed the col-
loidal structure, and any factor
which is beneficial to the organism
must affect the colloids.
Korzybski also discussed the na-
ture of colloidal behavior with re-
gard to electrical currents. He dis-
cussed this in some detail because
of the great importance of the elec-
trical currents in the nature of and
the degree of coagulation of colloids.
There is a difference in the behavior
of organic and inorganic colloids
under the influence of electrical
currents. This difference arises out
of the differences in structure. An
electrical current does not coagulate
the whole in inorganic colloids. Only
that portion of it in the immediate
vicinity of the electrodes is coagu-
lated. This isn't true in living proto-
plasm, where an electric current
usually coagulates the entire proto-
plasm.
Electrical phenomena in living
tissues are of two distinct char-
acters. The first are those including
electromotive energy which pro-
duces electrical currents in nerve
tissue, the membrane potentials.
The second are sometimes called
electrokinetic, and include cata-
phoresis, which is the movement of
particles suspended in a liquid
under the influence of an electro-
motive force. There is much evi-
dence that the mechanical work of
the muscles, the secretory action of
the glands, and the electrical work
of the nerve cells are minutely in-
fluenced by the colloidal structure
of these tissues. This would explain
why any factor semantic reactions
included) capable of altering the
colloidal structure of the living pro-
toplasm must have a marked effect
on the behavior and welfare of the
organism.14
The effects of different forms of
radiant energy on colloids have been
studied. Different forms of radiant
energy differ in wave length, fre-
quency, etc., and as such may pro-
duce structural effects on colloids
and organisms. These effects may
manifest themselves on macroscopic
levels. X-rays, ultra-violet rays, and
cathode rays have been shown to
have structural and colloidal effects.
(Continued on page 29)
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Servomechanisms comprise a wide
variety of systems made up of com-
ponents combined in a manner that
will provide self-correcting control
action. Mechanical, electrical or fluid
components can be used. Regardless
of the nature of the equipment, all
servomechanisms have several
things in common. The most essen-
tial and definitive feature of a servo-
mechanism is feedback, which en-
ables the control system to compare
the input command to the controlled
output. If the control output is not
equal to the command input, an er-
ror signal is developed at the com-
parison or summing point and the
error signal is amplified and used to
change the controlled output to re-
duce the error signal. This combina-
tion of power amplification and com-
munication is found in all servo-
mechanisms.
Types of Servomechanisms
Servomechanisms may differ in
the manner in which they operate to
reduce the error signal. There are
some that continually compare the
input and output, but which only
initiate corrective action of the out-
put when the error signal is above
or below a set value. These are the
on-off type. A household furnace
control system is an example, turn-
ing the furnace on and off only as
the temperature falls below or rises
above pre-set values.
Other types of servomechanisms
respond to the error signal on a con-
tinuous basis. This is true of the
classical and most common type of
servos, such as those on machine
tools for tracing and numerical con-
trol. A continuous or proportional
type of power amplifier is required
as opposed to the on-off type.
by Harvard B. Kolm
Moog Servocontrols, Inc.
edited by Tom Trueb, Freshman
The manner in which the power
amplifier acts upon the error signal
is also significant. The most common
action is to create an output change
that is proportional to the magnitude
of the error signal. In some applica-
tions, and these include most elec-
t rohydraulic servos, the rate of
change of the output is determined
by the magnitude of the error signal.
While usually just one or the other
of these control actions are em-
ployed, it is common in the process
industry for both proportional and
integral, and sometimes a derivative
function, to appear in parallel.
Signal Paths
The comparison of input and out-
put may be done by mechanical link-
ages, fluid pressures or electrical
voltages. As the input and output
are not in common dimensional
forms, conversion is necessary to
permit the comparison. For example,
many servos control mechanical po-
sition in response to electrical input.
In this case, a transducer must be
used to convert position into a pro-
portional electrical signal so that the
comparison may be made electrica.-
ly. It would be equally possible,
however, to place a transducer in
the input to create a mechanical
signal proportional to the electrical
input and thereby permit a mechani-
cal error signal. The choice between
the two approaches is determined by
the type of error signal that is de-
sired. The most common practice is
to obtain the error signal in electri-
cal form. Electrical signals are easier
to work with.
Electrical signal paths permit a
choice between d-c, a-c, pulses or
coded information. Combinations are
often used such as having both input
and feedback in pulse form and then
converting the error signal to d-c.
With electrohydraulic servovalues,
the result of the error signal must
always eventually be converted to
direct current.
Once an error signal is obtained,
it is then applied to a power ampli-
fier which can change the state of
the output variable. In the most
often encountered instance of having
an electrical error signal, the error
signal is amplified and then applied
to an appropriate prime mover such
as an electrical motor or servovalve
and hydraulic actuator combination.
Electric servo motors are used
where low torque and slow response
action is satisfactory. Hydraulic
servo motors on the other hand, are
used when any of the features of
very fast response, high torque, wide
speed range and high static stiffness
or combinations of these are re-
quired. The most common applica-
tions in industry today for electro-
hydraulic servos are found on ma-
chine tools. Here they provide the
muscle for tape and tracer control
systems. They are also used in the
metal forming industry for thickness
and edge control as well as for cut-
ting materials while in continuous
motion. Promising new applications
are also emerging in other industries,
such as in controlling color registra-
tion on printing machines and robot
steering for matetrials handling.
The Electrohydraulic
Servomechanism
Electrohydraulic servos may either
be of the source control or value
control type. The source control is
created by attacking a reversible
variable displacement pump to a hy-
draulic motor or cylinder. These are
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usually limited to high-power appli-
cations, where it is desirable to mini-
mize the power loss. A small posi-
tion servo is used to stroke the pump
and a separate pump is required for
each control motion. The valve con-
trol approach entails the use of a
closely coupled servovalve to each
hydraulic motor or cylinder and a
single pump unit may be used to
supply several control motions.
These provide the ultimate in stiff-
ness and fast response, but waste
power due to the pressure drop
across the value.
The valve-control type of electro-
hydraulic servo is one of the most
commonly applied types. The com-
munication elements, are the in-
put signal, the feedback signal, the
input signal, the feedback signal, the
summing point and error signal.
Power amplification is provided by
the amplified, servovalve, actuator
and drive mechanism. The drive
mechanism controls the load. Feed-
back may be taken from the actua-
tor, drive mechanism or load. It is
usually desirable to take feedback
directly from the load rather than
indirectly from the actuator or drive
mechanism. Frequently more than
one feedback is used. The electrical
input signal may come from any
number of sources such as tape
reader and decoder or dial input,
template follower or function gen-
erator. The signal may be continual-
ly variable as required for contour
machining; fixed as in a set point
controller; or programmed fixed as




A schematic of an electrohydrau-
lic position servo is shown in Figure
2. In this case, electrical d-c signal
path are used, to output variabls is
position and continuous integral con-
trol action is provided. The input
signal is established by a d-c poten-
tiometer and the feedback signal is
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generated by another potentiometer
arranged to produce a signal propor-
ional to output position. The value
and cylinder must be sized to meet
the speed and force requirements in
relation to the hydraulic! supply
pressure available to the valve.
These physical requirements deter-
mine the size, rates and gains of the
elements in the prime mover section
of the power amplified. Available
voltage levels and transducer char-
acteristics determine the gains in
the communication path. The pro-
duct of all the gains around the loop
is known as the open loop gain.
Final setting of the loop gain is
usually established by the servo am-
plifier which is easily variable. In
general, it is desired to operate with
as high a loop gain as possible, how-
ever, stability limitations impose a
practical upper limit for this value.
For the type of system shown, the
open loop velocity gain has the di-
mensions of 1/sec. If the feedback
path were to be broken just before
the summing point, and a one volt
change made at the input, the open
loop velocity gain would be equal to
the magnitude of the rate of change
of voltage in the broken feedback
path, provided no saturation occurs.
In other words, the open loop veloci-
ty gain is a measure of the rate of
corrective action.
Both the static and dynamic char-
acteristics are of interest in regard
to a complete position servomechan-
ism. The static considerations are
accuracy, repeatability, resolution
and stiffness. The absolute accuracy
of a servo is primarily limited by
the accuracy of the feedback trans-
ducer. It is well to remember that
a servo can never 'be more accurate
than its instrumentation. Repeat-
ability is the spread in which the
servo will come to rest whenever a
given input signal is repeated and
resolution is the smallest discrete
motion which the servo can make.
Stiffness is the spring rate of the
servo in response to load disturb-
ance at the output. All four of the
static characteristics are improved
with increased loop gain, however,
are influenced by other considera-
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Metal spraying, or metallization as
it is sometimes called, is the spraying
of a metal on a surface to provide a
protective coating. It is the only
method of applying metal coatings
that lends itself to field applications
such as sprayed coatings to bridges,
gas tank, hull of ship, dock gate, etc.
Small scale applications are many,
including the spraying of structural
parts of refrigerators, washing ma-
chines, condenser parts, etc. This
corrosion protection is actually a by-
line of what metal spraying was
originally used for, that is, to restore
to correct size parts that have been
machined too small or have become
worn or eroded.
HISTORY
Metal spraying had its beginning
around the turn of the 19th century
when there arose a demand for lead
in the powdered form. Its use in the
rapid manufacture of plates for ac-
cumlators lead to various experi-
ments aiming at the pulverizing of
metals. The process of producing
lead powder by passing molten metal
through a gaseous blast led a scien-
tist to believe that by placing an
object in the path of the gaseous
blast a coating of molten metal would
form on the object.
As this process was developed, dif-
ferent equipment was produced us-
ing the basic design shown in Figure
1. This small apparatus was similar
in appearance to an automatic pistol,
hence metal spraying tools are now
commonly called "pistols." The mod-
ern pistol weighs from three to five
pounds. In this operation melting of
the metal is accomplished generally
By Pete Canalia
by the use of an oxyacetylene or
oxypropane flame.
THREE BASIC PROCESSES
From this beginning metallization
has progressed through three sepa-
rate channels. The first two to be
-4---Spray T3L ,5±-




Fig. 1. Basic "Pistol" design.
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discussed merely broaden one's
background of the subject while the
third is the one most commenly used
today.
The Schori (named after the man
who invented it) , or powder, pro-
cess is based upon melted powdered
metal suspended in a gaseous medi-
um being sucked through a gas flame
and blown by compressed air on the
article to be coated. The powder
mesh range depends on the melting
point of the metal, the higher melt-
ing metals being used in fine particle
size.
The Mellozing pistol uses molten
metal which is gravity fed to the
spraying nozzle from which it is
ejected by a stream of preheated
compressed air coming from an an-
nular ring surrounding it.
The third process, called the
Schoop, or wire, process is the most
important and is used almost exclu-
sively in this country and England.
"The wire tool consists of an air
motor and suitable gears for feeding
of metal wire through an oxygen-gas
blow-pipe flame issuing from an
annular space surrounding the cen-
tral or wire tube. As the advancing
wire is melted by the high velocity
flame, it is atomized by a compressed
air blast and projected through the
nozzle against the surface to be coat-
ed." A drawing of such a pistol is
seen in Figure 2 and a section
through the gas head is shown in
Figure 3.1
The advantages the wire process
has over the other processes are in
the type of metals handled and the
equipment limitation. The powder
process is limited commercially to
metals of low-melting points and in
particular to zinc. The liquid metal
process also is limited to low-melting
metals, and the pistol is rather
heavy.
SURFACE PREPARATION
Because the bond between the
coating metal and the surface being
sprayed is entirely mechanical, it is
important that the surface of the
metal be properly prepared before
spraying.
The purpose of surface preparation
is to roughen the surface and free











This month's Miss Technic is
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TABLE 1
Density of sprayed metals compared
with the density of the metals in the
ordinary form.
Density of Original
Metal Sprayed Metal Density
Aluminum 2.4 2.31 2.70
Zinc 6.4 6.32 7.14
Tin 7.7 6.82 7.31
Iron 6.5 7.86




it from dirt, oil or grease. This is
performed in a number of ways,
from sand or steel blasting to pickl-
ing in 4 (,; sulfuric acid. A knurling
tool may also be used to roughen the
surface to be sprayed. Another
method is to spray a base coat with
a high temperature melting alloy
like molybdenum that welds to steel,
aluminum, and zinc. An arc welding
method attaches small and irregular
particles of nickle from a vibrating
electrode. Of all processes mention-
ed, the blasting technique seems the
most popular.
When the plastic metal is blown
against the surface, it flattens out
and interlocks with surface irregu-
larities and adjacent metal particles.
The strength of the bond is adequate
for most practical purposes and has
been shown to be as high as 700
pounds per square inch.
NATURE OF COATING
The density of sprayed metals is
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the cast form. This can be seen in
table 1. The lower density is attri-
buted in part to oxidation due to a
superficial oxide film covering the
sprayed metal. It is also accounted
for in the porosity found in sprayed
metal. This porosity is due to air
gaps between sprayed particles.
However, as the porosity increases
there is an understandable decrease
in tensile strength. The tensile
strength and ductility of a coating
usually are poor, but compressive
strength is satisfactory. In spite of
all these changes, the spray can still
be nicely finished, or machined if
need be.
SAFETY FACTOR
The Schoop metal spraying pro-
cess has been a boon to the corrosion
preventative industry in addition to
its other functions. One problem is
encountered however, because of a
safety factor involved with some
metals such as lead or zinc. Each
gives off toxic fumes when sprayed
and therefore demands adequate
ventilation.
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE . . .














Steel making in furnace
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Transfer ingots to mill
Roll to billets or slabs
Transfer to storage mill
Continuous Casting
Steel making in furnace
Tap to ladle





(Continued front page 12)
static head of the molten metal.
Mold lubrication is by rape-seed oil
through holes at the top of the mold
and there is provision for propane
burning around the molten steel pas-
sing into the mold to give a protec-
tive atmosphere against the ten-
dency for oxidation—one of the ma-
jor sources of problems to be over-
come in improving steel quality.'
The mold is also oscillated at a rate
of about 1 in./sec.
Beneath the mold are the roller
apron and the water sprays. The
apron serves to reshape the casting
into the proper square or rectangu-
lar shape, and the sprays remove
more heat to further solidify the
metal. Some users of continuous
cast feel that steel can be shaped
inside the machine. Concast, Inc.,
for instance, says it is possible to
produce an I-beam directly in the
mold.8
Pinch rolls control the rate of
withdrawal of the casting from the
machine, therefore, the metal must
be completely solidified when it
reaches these rolls. The height of
the mold and spray chamber, plus
the distance between the sprays and
the pinch rolls, is known as the
metallurgical height. The length of
this height depends on the casting
speed. Two more sets of rolls bend
the casting from the vertical to the
horizontal. Cutoff is accomplished
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Fig. 2. Steel flow in continuous casting.
with an oxy-natural gas torch which
moves along the casting." As men-
tioned above, the casting can be cut
at any desired length for processing.
ADVANTAGES
A quick glance at Fig. 1 will show
the greatest advantage of continuous
cast steel—the elimination of several
intermediate processes between the
steel making and the finishing of the
product. Also, a continuous casting
machine requires from 30 to 50',/,
less capital investment than con-
ventional machines.'" Other bene-
fits to be gained from continuous
cast are,
* Higher yield—Scrap loss thru
processing on continuously cast bil-
lets is less than one third that pre-
viouly encountered on conventional-
ly cast billets. In addition, the yield
of the batch of hot metal is 94 to
987( for continuous cast as opposed
to 80 to 86 7( for conventional
methods."
* Ingot molds, hot tops, stripping
cranes, soaking pits and primary
mills are eliminated.
* Internal quality of steel is im-
proved because of faster solidifica-
tion.
* Surface quality is improved be-
cause ingot molds and primary mills
are eliminated. The billets don't
need any processing before hot-
working, and in many cases, they
may not require any before cold-
drawing.'2
Vendors of the machines estimate
that an average cost saving for con-
tinuous casting is about $5/ton.'3
DISADVANTAGES
There are two areas of concern in
this process. One of heat removal
from the steel, and secondly, reduc-
ing the height of the casting ma-
chine. These two problems are re-
lated because the longer the metal-
lurgical height, the taller the cast-
ing machine.
Studies of heat removal around a
continuous caster show that about
10 7( of the heat content of the
molten metal is removed in the
mold, another 16(/( in the spray sec-
tion, and 20 7( in the space between
the sprays and the pinch rolls." The
casting still retains more than 50
of the original heat as it reaches the
benders and straightener. If the
temperature is below 2000°F, these
operations cannot be performed with
minimum work. What it all amounts
to is that there is a limited amount
of heat that can be removed in the
mold, the spray chamber, and in the
air-cooling zone. Therefore, ade-
quate design criteria are needed to
insure operation at the desired ef-
fectiveness.
IMPROVEMENTS
Many new ideas have recently
been tried in an attempt to overcome
the problem of machine height. A
Swiss pilot plant casts square billets
in a curved mold so that the skin of
the cast billet has the curvature re-
quired to change from a vertical to a
horizontal direction.15 The mold
forms part of the arc of a circle
which is continued thru a cooling
zone. Upon leaving the mold, the
cast material has solidified enough
to require nothing more than guid-
ance thru this cooling zone. The
cooling zone is followed by rolls
which straighten out the material
into the horizontal direction. This
pilot plant is only 21 ft. high where-
as a conventional plant for casting
the same size billets would be near-
ly 75 ft. high."'
FOOTNOTF.S
I "Continuous Casting — Experience
Gives Approval", Iran Age, (Sept. 3, 1964),
p. 62.
2 Ibid., p. 63.
3 "Developments Coming Fast in Con-
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p. 71.
4 "Continuous Casting Development",
Engineering, (Jan. 3, 1964), p. 53.
5 Steel, (Dec. 14, 1964), p. 71.
"Continuous Casting At Conners
Steel", Steel, (Sept. 14, 1964), p. 144.
7 "Steel's One Per-Cent — Continuous
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RUBY LASER
(Continued from page 12)
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Fig. 3a. Carbon Cone.
In my project I am measuring
three characteristics of the laser
beam: 1) the energy of the laser
pulse, 2) the intensity waveform,
and 3) the wavelength of the light
in the pulse. To measure the power
output of the laser pulse a carbon
cone imbedded with three thermis-
tors is used (Fig. 3a) . The resistance
of the thermistors connected in ser-
ies in the bridge circuit of Fig. 3h,
and a recorder measuring voltage
variations in the circuit. a curve of
the heating effect of the laser on
tht thermistors can be obtained. The
VECO 37A3 thermistors used have
heaters within the thermistors which
will be used to produce a curve hav-
ing the same area under the power
vs. time curve as the one produced
by the laser pulse. The amount of
energy dissapated in the heaters will
then be the amount of energy pro-
duced by the laser. The value of
this energy can be calculated by the
following expression:
E2
W = — T
Recorder
Fig. 3b. Bridge circuit for measurement of energy output of laser.
.•••••
Laser
where W = amount of energy in
laser pulse (joules)
E = amplitude of voltage
pulse
R = resistance of heaters
T = duration of the pulse
C athocie
05c I lo scope
Photo- diode
Fig. 4. Intensity waveform measurement circuit.
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The intensity waveform of the
laser pulse can be measured by a
photo-diode whose resistance varies
with the intensity of the light inci-
dent upon it. The diode is placed in
the circuit shown in Fig. 4. As the
laser pulse causes variations in the
resistance of the diode, the voltage
across the series resistor is recorded.
To measure the wavelength of the
laser, interference and diffraction is
used (Fig. 5) . The laser is fired
into a grating of known spacing, d,
and the interference pattern is re-
corded by a camera behind the gra-
ting. By measuring the distance be-
tween constructive interference pat-
terns recorded on the film and by
knowing the distance from the gi a-
ting to the camera, the wavelength
of the laser pulse can be calculated
by using the relation:
Wavelength = dX/D
where d = grating spacing
X = distance between con-
structive interference
D = distance from the gra-
ting to the camera
These three measuring methods
are being constructed and are now
being tested. No results are avail-
able as yet.
This, then, is a brief description
of one aspect of laser theory and
operation. To really understand the
theory of the laser, a good back-
ground is needed in quantum
mechanics. As yet, I am still gain-
ing background in this aspect of
laser theory.
I would like to acknowledge in-
formation and assistance I received
from those students before me who
have done research on lasers, and
from Mr. Gene Clehouse, Dr. Har-
old Sabbagh and Dr. Charles Rogers.
Through their aid I was able to pro-
ceed quite rapidly through the re-
search on this project.
A special thanks is owed to Dr.
Sabbagh, who made corrections on
the text of this report for me and
has given me a stimulus to further
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They can accelerate metabolic pro-
cesses or slow them down, but in
either event the change is directly
I elated to the disturbances caused
by the radiation in the colloidal
structure. The use of radiant energy
to attain certain desired effects in
organisms offers much promise for
the future.
When we consider the well-estab-
lished experimental fact that all
nervous and "mental" activities are
connected with, or actually generate,
electrical currents; and when we
think of the effect that electrical
currents can have on the structure
of colloids and on colloidal behavior
in general, we can perhaps better
understand the baffling "body-
mind" problem. Even other types of
radiant energy may be involved, but
when more is known about colloidal
systems in general we will have a
better chance of understanding the
"body-mind" problem.
All the above examples illustrate
that structure of colloids will give a
satisfactory basis for the under-
standing of the equivalence between
occurrences which belonged former-
ly to "chemistry" and those classi-
fied as "physical" and those called
"mental." The working of the or-
ganism involves mostly a structural
and very important "viscious circle",
which makes the character of col-
loidal changes non-additive." Col-
loidal structure supplies an extreme-
ly flexible mechanism with endless
possibilities for further understand-
ing of many problems.
The above paragraph can be fur-
ther expanded by the words of Kor-
zybski which tell us how he thinks
we will attain the necessary under-
standing of colloidal structure we
desire. Korzybski said, "The depart-
ure from aristotelianism will allow
biologists, physiologists, etc., and
particularly medical men to "think"
in modern colloidal and quantum
terms, instead of the inadequate,
antiquated chemical and physiologi-
cal terms."' 6
WORK DONE AND THEORIES
IN AGREEMENT WITH
KORZYBSKI'S PROPOSALS
There has been some work done
which tends to "boost" Korzybski's
proposals. Some of this work was
done before Korzybski made the
proposals, and some of it was done
long after Korzybski made the pro-
posals. Some of the work was done
even as a result of Korzybski's pro-
posals.
One such work which agrees high-
ly with Korzybski's proposals is a
book written by W. T. Bovie titled
The Biological Effects of Light. T'his
book is composed of lectures on the
biological aspect of colloid and phy-
siologic chemistry. It contains the-
ories on the effect left on proto-
plasm as a result of changes in
structure of colloids caused by ener-
getic forces such as electric currents
and radiant energy. The book fur-
ther agrees with Korzybski by say-
ing that many other factors may
enter and cause similar effects in
colloidal and, hence, in organismic
behavior. This would be particular-
ly in agreement with the proposal by
Korzybski that perhaps "semantic
reactions" can cause colloidal dis-
turbances which have macroscopic
effects on an organism.
Further suppport for Korzybski's
proposals can be found in the intro-
duction to the Conference on "Me-
chanism and Evaluation of Antisep-
tics" which was held by the New
York Academy of Sciences in Oc-
tober, 1949: "Students of colloid
chemistry have long felt that most
fruitful results would attend the
wider application of colloid prin-
ciples and points of view to biologi-
cal problems. All living organisms
are colloidal structures, and the
most important biological substances
are proteins and protein com-
plexes.'" These words compare very
well with what Korzybski had to say
about the departure from aristo-
telianism to allow thinking in col-
loidal terms.
Before Korzybski, Leonard Thomp-
son Troland of Harvard University
wrote: "As a matter of fact, in the
school of the physical chemists there
has been in preparation since the
days of Thomas Graham a system of
knowledge which even in its present
unfinished form has a most import-
ant and distinct bearing upon muted
biological problems. This is the
science of the colloidal state. The
difficult abstractions and elaborate
classifactory scheme in terms of
which the theory is now stated will
tend to be cleared up as our study
of colloids comes definitely under
the dominion of the general electro-
molecular theory of matter. It is to
colloidal chemistry that we must
look for answers to the large ma-
jority of the fundamental problems
of vital activity. These answers will
be slow in appearing, howev er, if we
refuse to look."'
Jerome Alexander, who has con-
tributed more than any other indi-
vidual to bring the importance of
colloid chemistry into the fore-
ground, at least in the United States,
had this to say: "As Volta long ago
showed, the contraction of a muscle
follows its electrical stimulation;
muscular relaxation follows cessa-
tion of the nerve impulses. Tempo-
rary nervous shock often causes
trembling."'"
In his book on colloidal chemistry,
R. J. Hartman says, "Since all life
processes occur in matter in the col-
loidal state, many pathological con-
ditions—even probably insanity—re-
sult directly from disturbances of
the colloidal state. It might rightful-
ly be stated that the science of col-
loid chemistry bridges the gaps be-
tween the various physical and bio-
logical sciences. It has become an in-
despensable tool without which it is
impossible to explain many scientific
phenomena. It is the one field of
chemistry which can claim to be the
chemistry of everyday life. Not only
is the colloidal state necessary for
the existence and continuation of
life, but we are becoming more and
more dependent upon the utilization
of colloidal phenomena to improve
our living in every respect."2°
Dr. A. von Buzagh, another col-
loid chemist, had the following to
say: "Just as it would be wrong and
one-sided to regard the proteins ex-
29
clusively as disperse systems and to
neglect the fact that purely chemical
reaction may take place in solutions
of proteins, so is the view wrong
and one-sided that the properties of
proteins can be explained by the
classical laws of physical chemistry
alone. Success can only be expected
from a method of research which
starts from the fundamental prin-
ciple that the proteins, being typical
colloids in all their properties and
chemical reactions, must be pos-
sessed of a peculiar and autonomous
chararter."2'
There are many examples of
works and theories which agree with
Korzybski's proposals. Korzybski
can be regarded as a prophet who
could accurately forsee the future
and also as a scientist who used the-
ories which were developed before
his time as "stepping stones" for
ideas.
QUESTIONS PERHAPS TO BE




Perhaps the most important con-
sequences of Korzybski's proposals
regarding colloidal behavior are yet
to be discovered. As a result of a
new language system developed
from a better understanding of col-
loid, problems which now seem im-
possible to solve will become solved.
Much has already been done to
permit a better understaning of the
"body-mind" problem. A great deal
of this new understanding has come
about as a result of a new outlook
on the problem, one based indirect-
ly on colloidal behavior. Perhaps
with a method of investigation based
on newly discovered colloidial prin-
ciples even more advancement will
be made.
The proposal regarding the nature
of the effects caused by semantic re-
actions on colloids has apparently
not been further developed. When
the future yields more knowledge of
colloidal behavior, perhaps more
people will be encouraged to investi-
gate the relation between colloidal
behavior and semantic reactions.
The link between the organic and
the inorganic has been developed
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to use such scientific developments
as parthenogenesis for plants and
animals. There is even much work
being done to try to create life from
entirely non-living substances. Due
to the colloidal nature of all living
things it is not difficult to see the
role which knowledge of colloidal
behavior will play in the future. The
study of virus and the role they play
in human illnesses is directly related
to an understanding of colloidal be-
havior.
The controls of the various rhyth-
mic and cyclic aspects of human life
have been developed largely through
the application of colloidal knowl-
edge and principles to what has been
developed in other fields. Perhaps
in the future we will have even more
strict control over these cyclic and
periodic human phenomena.
Controls of nervous tensions, ill-
nesses, allergies, and irritabilities
have been developed by the use of
narcotics and drugs. As we better
understand the relation of colloidal
behavior to irritability, illnesses,
tensions, etc., perhaps we will de-



























these maladies. Perhaps other meth-
ods of treatment will be developed
which do not involve drugs, medi-
cines, or narcotics for these mala-
dies. Perhaps even some methods of
treatment which are in practice now
will be better and more widely
recognized with a more thorough
understanding of the "actual" causes
of these maladies in terms of col-
loidal structure and behavior. Per-
haps even a cure for cancer will be
developed, or recognized, as we bet-
ter understand cancer in terms of
its colloidal structure.
In summary, it seems that per-
haps the most beneficial results of
Korzybski's proposals are still to be
developed. The reason for this is
that even today, over twenty years
after Korzybski first made his pro-
posals, we still do not know enough
about colloidal behavior to fully ap-
ply it to problems we cannot solve—
problems which themselves depend
on colloidal phenomena for their
very existence as problems.
1 A. Koi zybski, Science and Sanity, The
International Non-Aristotelian Library
Publishing Company, 1948, p. 121.
2 Ibid., p. 8.
3 Ibid., pp. 115-116.
4 /bid., p. 8.
M. D. Taylor, First Principles of
Chemistry, D. Van Nostrand Company,
Inc., 1960, pp. 77-78.
6E. A. Hauser, "Korzybski's Relation to
Colloid Chemistry", General Semantics
Bulletin, Numbers four and five, 195°-
1951, p. 7.
7 A. Korzybski, op. cit., p. 116.
8 A. Korzybski, op. cit., p. '14.
J. Alexander, Colloid Chemistry, Vol.
II, Biology and Medicine, New York, p.
458.
" Hilbert and Ackermann, Grundzuge
der Theoretischen Logik, Berlin, p. 304.
11 A. Korzybski, op. cit., p. 115.
12 J. Alexander, op. cit., p. 961
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14 A. Korzybski, op. cit., p. 116.
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17 Davis, H. L., Anals of the New York
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18 Troland, L. T., The American Na-
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WILL WE MEASURE UP ?
Are we becoming the type of men that the world
needs today? Men of conviction who are ready to work
and fight for the good of all mankind; men who will
put their good thoughts and words into action? This
ought to be the question foremost in our minds as we
progress through college and as we begin our vocation
in life.
The men of the world are sure enough of their ideas
and convictions to stand behind them for their own
benefit and the benefit of others. They know what
their goals are in life. In essence they know the true
value of life and how the most good can be obtained
from it. They are the individuals who stand out through
the initiative they have taken and the work they have
done.
From viewing the organizations of today the number
of men who are ready to express their opinions and
contend for the supremecy of good over evil appears to
be slowly dwindling. Why doesn't this number in-
crease? Is it because men aren't sure of what they
believe, or feel that they are prompted by inadquate
motives? Even if this is true why aren't there more
people ready to stand behind a chosen leader? Doesn't
everyone realize that every organization and govern-
ment depends upon the support of all of its members?
Why is it today that so many people stand steadfast
in their weaknesses? When given a chance to come to
the aid of another human being or to aid a just cause
ever so many people retreat. They think only of the
consequences and problems it could cause in their own
life. They are afraid of the effort that might be required
of them. They shrink back and use their weak points
as excuses for doing so.
Why is it that when the time comes to elect leaders,
people think only in terms of who will benefit them-
selves the most? Aren't leaders chosen for whole
groups or nations to follow? How often are the men
with true ability cast aside because their strong ideals
or background conflicts with many individuals and
groups, but not because they weren't most capable to
do the job? Usually when an incompetent man gets
elected to an office people hide behind their weaknesses
by placing the blame for this on everyone else.
How can we become men and overcome our weak-
nesses? By first being willing to go out of our way and
put out some extra effort for someone else's benefit,
and by always standing up for what is right and giving
able leaders the support they need even if we don't
benefit the most. When we can look back with satis-
faction on the work we have done and the causes we
have advocated then, and only then, have we begun to
measure up.
g.
College graduates do key work right away on the Aerospace Team.
Lt. Gregory Risch, aeronautical engineer from Notre Dame, varsity swhnmer, missile test expert,
tells how you can be part of it.
(Lt. Risch, li.S. '62, did extensive un-
dergraduate work in aerodynamics,
helping to construct one of the coun-
try's largest and most successful smoke
hmnels. He has played an important
part in the operations of the test range
at Cape Kennedy. )
What's the
best way to become an
Air Force officer?
I wouldn't want to call any one way
the "best" way. We count on getting
top-quality officers from all our sources.
First, there's the Air Force Academy.
I received my commission through Air
Force ROTC. Many colleges and uni-
versities will soon be providing two-
year AFROTC programs that you can
apply for during your sophomore year.
Then, for the college graduate, there's
Air Force Officer Training School—OTS.
Who's eligible
for Air Force OTS?
Any college graduate, male or female,
or a college student within 210 days
of graduation, is eligible to apply. Who
the Air Force will take depends on what
the particular needs are at the time.
Those with scientific or engineering de-
grees can usually count on receiving the
first openings.
Does the Air Force have
jobs for nonscience majors?
There are quite a few jobs in non-
technical fields such as administration
and personnel. And it is not essential
that prospective pilots or navigators
have backgrounds in the sciences. How-
ever, since the Air Force is one of the
world's leading technological organiza-
tions, a keen regard for science is im-
portant.
What sort of work
do young Air Force officers do?
Important work. An Air Force career
gives young people the opportunity to
do meaningful work right from the start.
That's the thing I like best about it.
I'm only a couple of years out of col-
lege, but already I'm working on a vital
project in an area that really interests
me. In other words, I'm getting to use
the things I studied in college. My edu-
cation is paying off, both for me and
for the United States.
What are the
possibilities for advancement?
They're plenty good. The Air Force be-
lieves in giving its young officers all the
responsibility they can handle. That's
not only good for you, it's good for the
Air Force. It gets the best-qualified
people into the top jobs where they can
contribute most to our defense effort.
How long am I commifted to serve?
Four years from the time you receive
your commission. If you go on to flight
school, four years from the time you're
awarded your pilot or navigator wings.
Where can I find out more?
If there's an Air Force ROTC unit on
your campus, see the Professor of Aero-
space Studies. If not, contact the near-
est Air Force recruiting office. It's listed
in the white pages of the telephone
book under "U.S. Government".
United States Air Force.
DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION—America's first full-scale pro-
ducer of commercial electric power from the atom, rated 200,000 kw.
ELWOOD P. STROUPE, MSChE, PURDUE '62
is a design engineer at the Atomic Power
Equipment Department. He has contributed
to the design of Dresden 2's reactor—heart
of the system. He'll follow it right through
installation.
Dresden 2. a 714,000-kw second-generation design is now being
built—like the original—by General Electric.
RONALD F. DESGROSEILLIERS, BSEE, U.S.
MILITARY ACADEMY '60 is on the Manu-
facturing Training Program at G.E.'s Power
Transformer Department. Ron is a produc-
tion foreman helping build massive trans-
formers for Dresden 2.
A PREVIEW OF YOUR CAREER AT GENERAL ELECTRIC:
WORKING ON THE SALE of Dresden 2's
turbine-generator is William J. Mahoney,
BMS. Maine Maritime Academy, '56. After
serving four years in the U.S. Navy, Bill
joined the Technical Marketing Program to
help G.E. meet its customer's needs.
Producing Power from the Atom
It takes a big company to handle a massive project like
Dresden 2—with research-backed know-how for new designs,
manufacturing capabilities to produce next-generation equip-
ment, and in-depth knowledge of customer needs. At G.E.,
you'll be part of a uniquely decentralized organization with
more than one hundred product operations that design, build
and sell thousands of products—from transistors to turbines.
When a big job requires it, these operations can be tied
closely together—like the 57 departments at work on Dresden
todiy. That's one of the reasons why G.E. pioneers in so many
areas and is a leader in so many fields. Write us now—or see
your placement officer—to define your career area at General
Electric. General Electric Co., Section 699-13, Schenectady
N. Y. 12305. (An Equal Opportunity Employer)
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